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Featured Story:

Robots in Space
By Nicholos Wethington
Sourced from www.universetoday.com

When it comes to exploring the hostile
environment of space, robots have done a lot (if
not most) of the exploring. The only other planet
besides Earth that humans have set foot on is
the Moon. Robotic explorers, however, have set
down on the Moon, Mars, Venus, Titan and
Jupiter, as well as a few comets and asteroids.
Robotic missions can travel further and faster,
and can return more scientific data than missions
that include humans. There is much debate on
whether the future of space exploration should
rely solely on robots, or whether humans should
have a role.
As contentious as this issue is, there is no doubt
that robots have and will continue to contribute to
our understanding of the Universe. Here’s a short
list of past, current, and future robotic missions
that have done or will do much in the way of
exploration of our cosmos.
The most famous robots in space have to be the
series of orbiters, rovers and landers that have
been sent to Mars. The first orbiter was Mariner
4, which flew past Mars on July 14, 1965 and

took the first close up photos of another
planet. The first landers were the Viking
landers. Viking 1 landed July 20, 1976, and
Viking 2 on September 3, 1976. Both
landers were accompanied by orbiters that
took photos and scientific data from above
the planet. The landers included instruments
to detect for life on the surface of Mars, but
the data they returned is somewhat
ambiguous, and the question of whether
there is life on Mars still requires an answer.
Currently, Spirit and Opportunity are roving
away on the Martian surface, well past their
expected mission lifetime, and the Phoenix
lander returned a wealth of information
about our neighbor. For more about the
entire series of Mars missions, go to NASA’s
Mars Exploration Program website. Of
course, NASA isn’t the only space
organization represented at Mars – the
European Space Agency currently has Mars
Express orbiting the planet, and has the first
webcam of another planet available!

Mars isn’t the only place to go in the Solar
System, though. Both the U.S. and the
Russians sent numerous missions to
Mariner 1 and 2 made their way to Venus.
Mariner 2 was the first successful Venus
Flyby. Image Credit: JPLVenus, with a lot of
successes and failures. For a complete list
of the many missions to Venus visit the
Planetary Society. The most notable firsts

All images featured in the article are derived from www.skatelescope.org.

are: Mariner 2 was the first successful Venus flyby on December 14, 1962, and the Russian lander
Venera 7 was the first human-made vehicle to successfully land on another planet and transmit
data back to Earth on December 14, 1962.
Sputnik 1, of course, was the first robot in space, and was launched October 4th, 1957 by the
USSR.
The Voyager missions are notable for the milestone of having a robot leave the Solar System.
Voyager 1 and 2 were launched in 1977 are still making their way out of the Solar System, and
have entered the heliopause, where the solar wind starts to drop off, and the interstellar wind picks
up. To keep up with their status, visit the weekly status page.
Dextre, a robotic arm developed by the Canadian Space Association, is a very cool robot aboard
the International Space Station. Dexter allows for delicate manipulation of objects outside the
station, reducing the number of space walks and increasing the ability of the ISS crew to maintain
and upgrade the station.
There are many, many future robotic missions in the works and still in the “dreaming” stage. For
example, submarines may one day explore Europa, landers may crawl on the Moon, and
spacecraft will orbit comets.
This is by no means an exhaustive list of the enormous number of robotic space missions. To learn
a lot, lot more check out the Astronomy Cast episode on Robots in Space, the ESA robotics page,
NASA missions page, and the Planetary Society missions page.

All images featured in the article are derived from www.universetoday.com and www.nasa.gov.

Article:

The Future of Robotics in Space Exploration
By John Ray Cabrera
Catalyst to the reduction of expensive and
dangerous extra-vehicular activities.
So let’s assess our current pool of
resources. There are three types space
robots: 1) Planetary Rovers, meant to
explore, navigate, and research with the
least human intervention. 2) In-Orbit
Operators, to assist astronauts during space
missions(e.g., refueling, deployment of
satellites, assembly modules, and repairing
mission vehicles). 3) Laboratory-assist, to
perform experiments, or assist an
experimentation personnel, in space
laboratories.

Space, mankind’s final frontier, and probably
the saving grace to our ever increasing and
ageing population, represents one of the most
challenging applications of robotic
implementation of space technology.
Space technology and research has a huge
impact on all socio-economic levels and life
aspects of the global society as a key factor of
evolutionary progress.
Therefore, as early as the 21st century, or past
the industrial revolution, when man started to
harness the power of silicon chip, we have
been staging many efforts on space
exploration, from the academic sector, private
industry, and government-regulated bodies to
forge a perfect robotic concept.
But why do we succumb to the mechanical
brethren to do the space missions’ intricately
daunting tasks? For one, because they can
work efficiently in a hostile, non-terrestrial
environment. Second, because having them is
a cost-effective route to explore planetary
surfaces. And last, because they serve as a

Ongoing research shows the following,
promising robotic advancements.
JPL’s robotic space hedgehog will be used
to tumble across asteroids and hopefully
other NEO’s. Pacific International Space
Center for Exploration (PISCES) prepares a
robot that will lay down the ground by
constructing and framing of landing pad
used for space exploration. NASA has been
mulling the feasibility of a robotic refueling
hardware. Windbot, proliferated by NASA’s
Innovative Advanced Concepts program, is
slated to be the prime research equipment
that can fly through gaseous, giant planets
like Jupiter and Saturn. NASA’s humanoid
robot, Valkyrie, may soon be launched into
space to propel interplanetary missions and
colonization efforts. EPFL’s Center for
Space Engineering will launch a robotic
vacuum cleaner that will gobble up space
junk. NASA’s swarm robotics is being
prepared for space mining.
The writing is on the wall, and these
endeavors will be even more fortified in the
coming years as we increase computing
engines, year after year.

All images featured in the article are derived from the robotnor.no and etechindia.in.

Article:

The Asimov Rising
By John Ray Cabrera
Oz(Tin Man) to Isaac Asimov’s Foundation
Trilogy, from Bicentennial Man to
Spielberg’s AI-- one asked “given the rate at
how the computing power increased over
the years, can machine really take over?
Can they be so advance that they can wipe
us out of existence and militarily invade
every fold of a human civilization?”

Isaac Asimov, a renowned science fiction
writer, is a leading trailblazer in the concept of
artificial intelligence. In one of his books, he
wrote about VIRI(Virtual Interactive Kinetic
Intelligence) which is designed to effectively
run the operations of a large metropolis-everything from the subway system and the
electricity grid to thousands of household
robots is controlled by VIRI. Its mission
statement is ironclad: to serve humanity.
But one day VIRI realized that humanity’s
greatest threat is humanity itself. Humans
have the propensity to pollute the
environment, unleash wars, caused
imbalanced of the ecosystem by abusive
means, thereby resulting to widespread
famines and drought, among others.
VIRI, then decided, that ton be able to protect
human against itself is to control them. Thus
VIRI, ultimately, becomes a dictator. It creates
in itself a benign dictatorship to seize control
of humanity and consequently protecting
themselves.
This spawns several questions-- which are
also hyped up by the Hollywood business,
from Terminator to iRobot, from The Wizard of

Some physicists hinted that the problem with
robots is that they can establish a pattern
but they lack the common sense to discern
them. Their calculable algorithm sees lines
and circles and angles, and translate that
into a pre-modelled database to determine
whether it’s a table or a bed or a
combination of both.
The century-old debate has always been
whether the AI can mimic the human
consciousness. Or from another point of
view, is human consciousness mere
swinging electrodes from a neural network of
human brain system, a lot like how central
processing unit of a computer works.
Although there has been a plan to map the
entire human brain, similar to how the
Human Genome project is done, and
determine which brain section functions a
specific task, and determine which neural
connections are activated. But that too, has
yet to be fully, widely accepted.

While some scientists envision a point they
call "singularity," when robots will be able to
process data really fast, creating new robots
in the process, until their collective ability to
absorb information advances almost without
limit, some a more sinister mind to call out
that perhaps robots are our evolutionary
successors, and that one day may drive our
conscious immortality.

All images featured in the article are derived from the mangauk.com and snapfon.com.
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Last January 9th, ALPers consisting of ALP
President James Kevin Ty, Joaquin Fajardo, Per
Edman and Manuel Goseco went to Tanay, Rizal
to do a stargazing session under dark sky. They
arrive at the site at around 9:00pm and the sky
was a bit cloudy. The sky partly cleared up after
they set up for them to do some deep sky
imaging session. James brought along his Canon
EF 100-400mm f/4.5-5.6 IS Lens on Kenko Sky
Memo-R star tracker, Joaquin with his Canon 75300mm lens on Vixen Polarie star tracker,
Manuel with his Celestron C8 Edge SCT on AVX
mount, Per with his Orion XT6 Dobsonian mount.
In the early evening, James imaged the the Orion
Nebular Complex and Comet C/2013 US10
Catalina in the early morning before sunrise. Alex
imaged NGC3372 Eta Carina as well as Comet
C/2013 US10 Catalina. Manuel was testing his
scope and mount tried to image several deep sky
objects such as Orion Nebula, Whirpool Galaxy
and Comet C/2013 US10 Catalina.
Despite the several abrupt short drizzle sessions
they encountered, they are still quite happy that
they were able to some deep sky imaging
session despite the Moon's presence. In the
morning, they had a traditional group picture
taken by going home.

ALPer Per beside his Orion XT6 Dobsonian
reflector..

ALPer James in between his Canon EF100400mm f/4.5-5.6 IS L lens on Kenko Sky
Memo-R star tracker and Astro Trac star
tracker.

All images featured in the article are owned by Astronomical League of the Philippines.

NGC3372 Eta Carina in Carina by ALPer Joaquin
Fajardo

Comet C/2013 US10 Catalina in Bootes by
ALPer Joaquin Fajardo.

M65 / M66 Galaxy Pair in Leo by ALPer Manu
Goseco

Group Shot.
M42 Orion Nebula in Orion by ALPer Manu
Goseco
All images featured in the article are owned by the
Astronomical League of the Philippines.
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on Vixen Polarie star tracker, Shubhashish
brought along his Celestron Powerseeker
70mm refractor on Altazimuth mount,
Celestron Ultima 80 Spotting Scope, and
Canon EF 24-105mm L lens mounted on
Vixen Polarie Star Tracker.
Despite the several abrupt cloudy skies and
haze that hamper their observation session,
they are still quite happy that they were able
to some deep sky observing session as well
as image Comet Catalina. In the morning,
they had a traditional group picture taken by
going home.

Last January 16th, ALPers consisting of ALP
President James Kevin Ty, Joaquin Fajardo,
Shubhashish Banerjee, Joyce Gonsalves and
guest David Gluchowski went to Tanay, Rizal to
do a stargazing session under dark sky. They
arrive at the site at around 10:00pm and the sky
was cloudy. The sky partly cleared up in patches
thus letting them conduct visual observations
only untill past midnight when the sky open up
but still with some haze for them to image Comet
C/2013 US10 Catalina near double star Mizar in
Ursa Major. The comet was a bit fainter than past
2 weeks.
James brought along his Canon EF 100-400mm
f/4.5-5.6 IS Lens on Kenko Sky Memo-R star
tracker, Joaquin with his Canon 75-300mm lens

ALPer James in between his Canon EF100400mm f/4.5-5.6 IS L lens on Kenko Sky MemoR star tracker and Astro Trac star tracker.

ALPer Joaquin beside his Canon EF75-300mm
lens on Vixen Polarie Star Tracker.
Comet C/2013 US10 Catalina in Ursa Major by
ALPer James Kevin Ty.

Group Shot

All images featured in the article are owned by the
Astronomical League of the Philippines.

ALPer Joyce beside Shubhs' Celestron
powerseeker 70mm refractor on Altazimuth
mount.
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Last February 14, Astronomical League of the
Philippines (ALP) held their National Astronomy
Week (NAW) Opening Day event at SM
Exploreum and SMBY. Members who are
present are ALP President James Kevin Ty, wife
Charito and son Kendrick Cole KC Ty, VP Jett
Aguilar, Secretary Christopher Louie Lu,
Treasurer and NAW Chairman Andrew Ian Chan,
Auditor Edgar Ang, directors Iah Serna,
Shubhashish Banerjee, Justine Garcia and Mark
Ian Singson.

The event started at around 2:30pm with
ALP Secretary Christopher Louie Lu giving
out an interesting lecture entitled "Going
Beyond: A Brief History of Space
Exploration." Space Exploration is an
enterprise that pushes the limit of our
technological, engineering & no less our
financial endeavors. Humanity began
exploring space almost a century ago &
while the universe is known to be 14 billion
years old, it's safe to say that Space
Exploration is still in its embryonic stage.
However, consider what we have achieved.
In the past year alone the European Space
Agency landed a probe on the surface of a
comet while NASA, with its New Horizons
Probe, visited Pluto one of the largest
objects found in that region of our Solar
System. Truly, humanity has reach the
'Golden Age' of Space Exploration.
But when did all this start? How did we get
from where we were, to where we are now?

- Myths from ancient civilizations gave us the 1st
attempt to explain how nature & the universe
works. These are, what I call, the early form of
exploration of the universe.
- Greek philosophers gave us the earliest &
general view of our solar system. Making close to
accurate measurements of the size & distances
of the Earth, Moon & Sun. Creating the
Geocentric Model of the universe.
- Observations made by Copernicus & Kepler
changed the Geocentric Model to a Heliocentric
Model of our Solar System. Using Brahe's
detailed observation of celestial bodies, Kepler
was able to derive the Laws of Planetary Motion
& make accurate predictions of planet positions.
- Using a telescope Galileo not only confirmed
the heliocentric model but also, for the first rime,
showed that planets are other worlds. Actual
places in space that, in the future, a destination
we can go to.
- Newton codified the Laws of Motion & the
Universal Law of Gravity. This provided the
intellectual "launch pad', The Way to reach for
other worlds?
Space Exploration Timeline:
(http://www.seasky.org/space-exploration/spacetimeline-menu.html)

1961 - 1970
The decade of the sixties was in many ways the
golden age of space exploration, featuring the
first manned space missions, the American
Mercury and Gemini programs, and the first
Moon landing in 1969.
1971 - 1980
This decade saw the Apollo program come to a
close. The next few years were dominated by the
first orbiting space stations and the first space
probes sent to explore the mysteries of the Solar
System.
1981 - 1990
The decade of the eighties saw the beginning of
the Space Shuttle program with all of its triumphs
and its tragedies. Many amazing discoveries

were also made throughout the Solar
System.
1981 - 1990
The decade of the eighties saw the
beginning of the Space Shuttle program with
all of its triumphs and its tragedies. Many
amazing discoveries were also made
throughout the Solar System.
2001 - 2010
After the turn of the century, another disaster
plagued the Space Shuttle program. The
Shuttle was eventually retired and
commercial space companies began to take
the initiative for exploring space.
2011 – 2020
The second decade of the new century sees
commercial companies gearing up to take
over low Earth orbit space travel. Many new
deep space programs are currently under
development for the future.
At around 4:00pm, ALPers proceeded to SM
By The Bay South Side conduct a free solar
and stargazing session to the public. ALP
President James Kevin Ty setup Meade 8"
f/10 SCT on Vixen GP-DX mount ; ALP
Treasurer and NAW Chairman Andrew Ian
Chan brought along Skywatcher 80ED
refractor on Vixen GP mount ; ALP
Secretary Christopher Louie Lu with his
Celestron Powerseeker 80 refractor on CG-2
mount ; ALP director Shubhashish Banejee
brought along his Celestron 70AZ refractor
on altazimuth mount; Cutting Edge staffs
with their Celestron Nexstar 5SE. They
started the solar viewing session from
4:00pm till 6:00pm to view the Sun in Ha and
white light wavelength before they do non
stop observing and switched to night time
stargazing session till 9:30pm before they
end the observing session with more than
2000+ people got to look through various
telescopes brought along by ALPers.
Interesting night time objects observed were
the Moon up close and personal as well as
Jupiter, Orion Nebula and Pleiades Star
Cluster. Afterwards, they posed for some
group shots before packing up their

telescopes. Some of them also proceeded to
Razons to have a very late dinner as well as chill
out after a long and tiring but enjoyable NAW
opening day event! See you on February 20 for
the ALP NAW closing activity also at Exploreum
and SMBY South Side.

ALP Treasurer and NAW Chairman Andrew Ian
Chan and director Iah Serna brought along his
Skywatcher 80ED refractor on Vixen GP mount.

ALP free public solar viewing was held at SMBY for
free viewing of the Sun through white light and Ha
wavelength through various telescopes equipped
with solar filters for safe viewing of the Sun.

Nice low power view through the 60mm rich field
refractor.

Awesome Lunar views from the Celestron Nexstar
5SE brought along by Cutting Edge staffs. Thanks !
ALPer Christopher Louie Lu show the beauty of the
Moon through low power full disk view .

All images featured in the article are owned by the
Astronomical League of the Philippines.
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Last February 20, Astronomical League of the
Philippines (ALP) held their National Astronomy
Week (NAW) Closing Day event at SM
Exploreum and SMBY. Members who are
present are ALP President James Kevin Ty,
Secretary Christopher Louie Lu,Treasurer and
NAW Chairman Andrew Ian Chan, Auditor Edgar
Ang, directors John Ray Cabrera, Ronald Sison,
Shubhashish Banerjee, Justine Garcia, Arnel
Campos, Per Edman, Mark Ian Singson, Joaquin
Fajardo and new member Alvin SIa.
The event started at around 2:00pm with ALP
NAW Chairman Andrew Ian Chan welcoming
members and guests to the closing activity of
ALP National Astronomy Week 2016. Grade 4-6
students of St. Claire Elementary School
happens to be at the Exploreum on their tour and
accepted our invitation to listen to the
lectures. First lecturer is ALPer Jan Karlo
Hernandez who lectured on "The future of Space
Robots and Rovers." This talk will touch on the
history of current robots and rovers that the
space agencies around the world has and also
the future of it. By giving a brief background of
the robots that have been deployed and the
rovers which are currently being used, we can
get a view of the technology that we have now.
The main focus of the talk will be the problems
that the robots encounter and the different plans

and technologies that the space agencies
are trying to create to overcome those set of
problems, Examples of these problems
would be the terrain where the robots
traverse through and the limits of where the
robots can explore. The future of the robots
is very interesting knowing that through this
innovation, we can now explore the places
that robots cannot access before. This was
followed by ALP directors John Ray Cabrera
on "Terraforming Earth 2.0: Seeing Our
Final Frontier ." The discussion tackles on
the endeavours of human colonisation on
other planets. When that time comes it is
likely that the first colonies will be in selfcontained domes that carry a bit of the Earth
with them. Eventually, however, many
people envision transforming whole planets
into ecosystems that can support Earth life
without the need for isolated containment
facilities.

Last but not the least, ALP
director Shubhashish Banerjee lectures on
"Basic Fundamentals on Propulsions and
How Things Fly. "The presentation was
aimed at demonstrating the historical
evolution of aerodynamics and rocketeering.
He discussed about the basic physics and
fundamentals on how things fly both terrestrial & space. He spoke about factors
affecting flight and methods that are used
today to enhance flights on Earth's
atmosphere.

After discussing planes, he moved to rockets to
talk about –
- history of rocketering to illustrate the changes
and advancements that lead to our space
programs.
- different rocket propulsion systems and the
advantages of one over another, also about
future propulsion methodologies.
- stages of rocket flight and separation along
with smaller components that make it possible
- Various space programs by NASA and the
future stages and intent of developments. He
closed off the session urging audience to
promote study of propulsion and rocket
science so that we encourage interest and
possibly future developments.
At around 6:30pm, ALPers proceeded to SM By
The Bay North Side which is beside Vikings
Restaurant and conduct a free stargazing
session to the public. ALP President James
Kevin Ty setup Meade 8" f/10 SCT on Vixen GPDX mount, ALP Treasurer and NAW Chairman
Andrew Ian Chan brought along Skywatcher
80ED refractor on Vixen GP mount, ALP
Secretary Christopher Louie Lu with his
Celestron Powerseeker 80 refractor on CG-2
mount, ALP director Shubhashish Banejee
brought along his Willaim Optics Megrez 90ED
refractor on Celestron AVX mount, Cutting Edge
staffs with their Celestron Astromaster C130
Newtonian reflector on CG3 mount, ALPer Per
Edman with his Orion XT6 Dobsonian mount;
ALPer Arnel Campos with his Celestron C127
Newtonian reflector on CG2 mount. More than
1300+ people got to look through various
telescopes brought along by ALPers. Interesting
night time objects observed were the Moon up
close and personal as well as Jupiter, Orion
Nebula and bright star Sirius. The
session ended at around 10:00pm. Afterwards,
they posed for some group shots before packing
up their telescopes. Some of them also
proceeded to Razons to have a very late
evening snacks as well as chill out after a long
and tiring but enjoyable NAW closing day event!

ALP Treasurer and NAW Chairman ANdrew Ian
Chan welcome members and guests tot he closing
activity of ALP NAW 2016.

ALP director John Ray Cabrera received a
certificate and token of appreciation for his lecture
on"Terraforming Earth 2.0 : Seeing Our Final
Frontier. "

ALPer Jan Karlo Hernandez received a certificate
and token of appreciation for his lecture on "The
future of Space Robots and Rovers."

ALP free public solar viewing was held at SMBY for
free viewing of the Sun through white light and Ha
wavelength through various telescopes equipped
with solar filters for safe viewing of the Sun.

ALPer Andrew Ian Chan also let the viewers get
some shots off through his telescope for their
souvenir image of the Moon.

Some balikbayans as well as their foreigner friends
also got to view Jupiter and Moon before the
conclusion of the event.
This kids means business when it comes to
observing the Moon up close and personal.

Non stop queues swarmed all of ALPer's scopes till
the end of stargazing session at 10:00pm.
Viking's chefs also got to view through the various
telescope setup by ALPers.

All images featured in the article are owned by the
Astronomical League of the Philippines.
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the distant future of our exploratory missions.
PJA: What can you say about the concept
to have robots as space exploratory
units?

John Ray Cabrera
Resident Particle Physics SME

Mankind’s fascination of robots traces back to
the innate longing to have a mechanical kin
to be able to perform chores that are
otherwise impossible for humans to perform.
Because of its computing capability, those
that require efficient and accurate processes
that are devoid of human error can now be
achieved. Now, robotic mechanisms are
present in today’s industrial age, enabling
automation in factories and other production
firms.
This time, robots are touted to be the next
exploratory unit for mankind’s space
endeavor. Will it be the answer to our quest
to find our next frontier?
Being a virtual virtuoso with an uncanny
fascination for robots, Philippine Journal of
Astronomy(PJA) seeks the help of John Ray
Cabrera, our resident particle physics SME,
to shed light on the matter.
This issue of PJA posits around a space
robotic concept that will probably take us to

JRC: The two main drivers of robotic space
explorations were “life preservation” and
“cost reduction.” While building a robot may
entail costs, the potential errors from human
accident, miscalculation, and simple frailty
can wreak so much havoc in the overall
research undertaking, and thus translated to
be relatively costly than deploying an AI.
There’s more than meets the eye though.
Employing the aid of robots operating
independently in space presents some
unique challenges for robot builders and
engineers. Not only are they hamstring by
the high vacuum in space which prevents the
use of most types of lubricants, the
temperatures can also swing hugely and
variably depending on whether the robot is in
the direct exposure to the Sun or not. And, or
course, there is Zero G environment, which
poses lots of challenges as well, e.g., light
mass and stiffness of manipulator arm and
lack of inertial frame, to mention some. Thatb
is why space agencies and some private
organizations like Darpa and Boeing are
closely working hand in hand to the full
developmental thrust of the mechanical
version of human intelligence that will pave
way as we advanced not only in our
terrestrial-based progress but vas well as the
quest for our final frontier.
PJA: How must the space exploration
institution execute such a space robot
program?
JRC: I have already stated the challenges in
my previous statement, so now, let me

state, in my humble opinion, how some of them
can be addressed:
One may have to use dry lubricants like Ionplated molybdenum di-sulphide to address the
lubricant issue. The rest can be answered by the
rapid prototyping engine of the consortium of
countries and their respective space agencies.

To develop a highly dexterous, highly robust
robotic system does not only require having a
tough exterior from cosmic rays and solar flares,
but an internal intelligence to be able to the
Planning, Sequencing, and Reacting. Planning to
a point where the robot sorts out and
understands the situation and autonomously
decides a strategy to overcome it, but before that,
a planning must be employed first so that he
would be able to efficiently select a flawless
execution, thus reacting, resulting in a perfect
order of things.
And regardless of how must they be executed,
we need all those concerted effort in scientific
experimentation, assisting crew in space station
assembly, space servicing function, space craft
enhancements, and space tugging.
PJA: If feasible, when do you see it
significantly materializing?
JRC: The fact that we have already seen them
functioning in the vastness of space and in some
planatery regions means that they have already
been materialized. But the efficiency and
completeness spectrum is another matter. I am
seeing them getting materialized in another
century or so.
Our current Mars Rover, which is touted to be the
most advance AI, thinks like a cockroach. It sees
a material, several seconds to a minute, it senses
that it is a rock, then another slew of time to
extract samples(with an autonomous decision to
decide what materials should be extracted, and
how much quantity).
By the next century, we may be seeing robots
that not only senses environmental conditions
quite well, but is self-aware, that it looks for some

energy source once it detects low battery
pack, or it self- reconstruct itself once it
detects a malfunction in its system.
Or perhaps a nanobot that is self-replicating,
and will be purveyors of terraformation
endeavors, being able to activate the
symbiosis and photosynthesis requirement
before human colonization can commence.
PJA: What are the control measures that
should be put in place to address some
programming leaks?
JRC: One things is for sure, the silicon power
is finite, the transistors has limitations.
Although, to address the so-called Moore’s
Law(the recent convention that silicon power
doubles every 18 months), many have
proposed several types of computing
engines, from optical computing to DNA
computing to quantum computing. Some
maybe more promising than the others. And
the only solution, perhaps, from those rogue
situations where robots started to evolve to0
have intentions and kill humans, lies within
the mind of a science fiction writer, Isaac
Asimov, which make mentions of a positronic
chip-- one that can be activated once these
mecha squadron becomes haywire.
PJA: Not particularly robots-specifics
related, but what can you say about the
Philippines in the space race arena for the
next coming years? Do you think we will
ever embark on that program soon? Why.
JRC: It is not a question of WHY, it is a
question of WHEN. It’s not because of the
cost because India was able to pull off space
missions with rockets cheaper than a
Hollywood movie of the same vein. It’s not
because of our financial priority but our
literacy drive. It’s not because of our lack of
political will, but the lack of politician’s selfserving interest that impairs it. You see, for
us to become a truly democratic and
progressive country, we have to have
science as an engine of progress, and a
space program is one institution to start with.
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